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ONE ASPECT OF THE PERCEPTUAL ACCURACY OF STUDENT
TEACHERS AND THEIR SUPERVISORS IN JUDGING THEIR INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONS WAS EXPLORED. A FIELD STUDY OF 40 STUDENT TEACHERS
AND THEIR PUBLIC SCHOOL SUPERVISING TEACHERS EXPLORED THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUBORDINATE ROLE BEING, A CORRELATE TO THE
ACCURACY OF THEIR INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION. AT THE END OF 6
WEEKS OF WORKING CONTACT, THE SUBJECTS WERE ADMINISTERED THE
"FIRO-B" SCALE INTENDED TO MEASURE THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE
SUBJECT WANTS TO RECEIVE INCLUSION, CONTROL, AND AFFECTION.
THE SUBJECTS WERE ASKED TO COMPLETE THE SCALE ONCE TO.REVEAL
THEIR FEELINGS AND ONCE TO REACT AS THEY THOUGHT THEIR
RESPECTIVE. SUPERVISOR OR STUDENT TEACHER WOULD REACT.
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA SHOWED THAT SUPERVISING TEACHERS WERE
SIGNIFICANTLY MORE ACCURATE THAN STUDENT TEACHERS IN
ESTIMATING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTROL NEEDS OF THEIR
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ACCURACY OF INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION:
A FUNCTION OF SUPERORDINATE ROLE

Robert B. Brumbaugh

The objectives of this paper are (1) to set forth some findings

Polk recent research undertaken by the present writer' and, (2) by

means of an ex post facto analysis, to explore the possibility of

generally accounting for these, findings within organizational role

theory and, more specifically, within an integrative conceptual

scheme of the school recently advanced by Willower and others.
2

Description of the Study

A field study
3
exploring a number of variables thought to be

related to accuracy of interpersonal perception investigated the

possibility of superordinate role being a correlate of such accuracy.

The study examined the perceptions of 40 student teachers and their

respective public school supervising teachers. The student teachers

were senior and post graduate students at the University of Akron

who were enrolled for practice teaching at the secondary level during

the spring semester, 1965.

After the student teachers and their respective public school

supervising teachers had been in close and continuous working contact

for a period of eight weeks, the Schutz FIRO-B Scale4 and other
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instruments were administered to the subjects. FIRO-B purports to

measure the degree of expressed or wanted inclusion, control, and

affection needs possessed by a subject. These three psychological

need dimensions (inclusion, control, and affection), it is believed,

are most crucial in establishing interpersonal relationships.

During the administration of the instruments, subjects were

first requested to complete the FIRO-B Scale in such a manner as to

reveal truthfully their min individual feelings. Each subject was

then administered the FIRO-B Scale again, under instructions to

react as he imagined his respective supervising teacher or student

teacher might react to the instrument. Because of the seeming

transparency of FIRO-B, most subjects displayed great confidence

in their ability to predict the other person's reaction to the

instrument.

The measure of perceptual accuracy in estimating interpersonal

needs consisted of an index of the difference between the total

score on each dimension registered by the target person on the FIRO-B

protocol and the dimension score predicted for that person by the

subject. The accuracy indices were dichotomized with zero to one

point missed in estimating an alter's score being compared to two or

more points mis.ed. Each of the three FIRO-B dimensions consists of

two nine-point scales; bone measures the degree to which the subject

desires to express inclusion, control, or affection and the other

measures the degree to which the subject wants to receive inclusion,

control, or affection.
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In order to assess the reliability of the FIRO-B Scale which

consists of three Guttman scales (see above), a scalogram analysis

was performed on the scores obtained by the supervising teachers

and student teachers of the study sample. All three dimensions of

FIRO-B (inclusion, control, and affection) achieved coefficients

of scalability at, or greater than, .6S, and in no case did coef-

ficients of reproducibility fall below .76.

Chi - squire analyses of the FIRO-B accuracy indices of super-

vising teachers as compared to those of the student teachers indi-

cated that on the inclusion and affection dimensions there were no

significant differences (expressed inclusion: chi-square = 2.50,

p<.20, df= 1; wanted inclusion: chi-square = 3.30, p<.10, df = 1;

expressed affection: chi-square = .20, p<.70, df = 1; wanted affec-

tion: chi-square = .49, p<.S0, df m 1.). On the control dimension,

however, supervising teacher were significantly more likely to be

accurate in their estimates of their student teacher's personality

needs than was conversely the case (expressed control: chi-square =

8.47, p<.01, df = 1; wanted control: chi-square = 24.21, p<.001,

df = 1.).
6

See Table 1. (Insert Table 1 here.) No stereotypy of

response was noted on target or estimate protocols of FIRO-B for

either group of subjects.

Discussion

That the productive yield of studies in the general area of

social sensitivity or accuracy of interpersonal perception has been

less than hoped for has been attested to by a number of authorities
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Table 1. Comparison of accuracy scores for supervising teachers

and student teachers on FIRO-B, expressed and wanted inclusion,

control, and affection.

FIRO-B
accuracy
scores

Student
teachers

Supervising
teachers

Chi-square
(df = 1)

Expressed inclusion

0 - 1 14 20 2.50,
p<.20

2 - 9 26 20

Wanted inclusion

0 - 1 13 20 3.30,
p<.10

2 - 9 27 20

Expressed control

0 - 1 15 27 8.47,
p<.01

2 - 25 13

Wanted control

0 - 1 9 30 24.21,
p<.001

2 - 9 31 10

Expressed affection

0 - 1 16 17 .20,

p<.70
2 - 9 24 23

Wanted affection

0 - 1 13 15 .49,

p<.50
2-9 27 25
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in the field.
7

It is thought that one among various contributing

factors has been the tendency of researchers to overlook the relevancy

of the particular stimulus to be judged. Bruner and Tagiuri have

suggested that more research is required about the kinds of informa-

tion or cues actually used by people in judging emotions and traits

or in forming impressions. To what degree are situational factors

important in narrowing the range of possible alternative ways in

which a person will be judged? To what extent is the role relation

between perceiver and perceived a constraining factor?
8

Hastorf,

Richardson, and Dornbusch have proposed that experimenters have set

the categories the subject must employ with little concern for the

relevance of these to the subject's cognitive map of other people.
9

The present research attempted to avoid this particular empiri-

cal pitfall by investigating the possible impact of organizational

role upon the interpersonal perceptions of the incumbents.

Why, in the present study, were supervising teachers found

significantly more likely than student teachers to be accurate in

estimating the psychological control needs of their dyadic alters?

Why did supervising teachers exhibit this comparative hypersensi-

tivity to control needs as contrasted with relatively moderate recog-

nition of the inclusion and affection needs of their student teachers?

It is thought probable that the very hierarchical nature of the

interpersonal relationship between supervising teacher and student

teacher is responsible for the supervising teachers' mode of percep-

tion. That the role of supervising teacher is superior to super-
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ordinate to the role of student teacher is obvious and beyond debate.

It is implicit in role theory that successful role performance

requires proper encoding of, and subsequent appropriate action upon,

the expectations of the role senders in one's role set. Thus, suc-

cessful performance of the superordinate role dictates that the incum-

bent of this role be particularly sensitive to those elements in the

interactional situation which are most closely related to such per-

formance, screening out other unrelated factors. In the present

instance, this assumes the existence of the, control expectation.

Jones and Thibaut
10

have proposed that we interact with others

within, fairly well-defined situations and in terms of rather con-

straining roles. Our main requirement, therefore, is for information

relevant to adequate role performance, and, fortunately for cognitive

economy, we need not be indiscriminately attentive to all the cues

provided by the other actors. Bruner and Tagiuri
11

suggest that

there is a tencency for one to notice those things about another that

affect the fate of an interaction. Chowdhry and Newcombi2 found that

insofar as the trait to be judged is important in the interpersonal

relation of judge and judged it will be more easily judged.

That organizational role seems to be a determinant of the per-

ceptions of incumbents is perhaps best em-lirically supported by

Lieberman.
13

Kelley
14

found that by giving his judges different role

expectations (leader, follower or unspecified) they would concern

themselves with different aspects of the stimulus persons. Katz and

Kahn,
15

in a recent treatment of open-system organizational theory,
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point out that research on the differential perceptions of supervisors

and subordinates shows consistently that role or position in the organ-

ization is related to perceptions no less than to attitudes and values.

While, on the one hand, the foregoing discussion has proposed

superordiaate role as a probable determinant of the supervising teachers'

sensitivity to the control needs of their subordinate alters, on the

other hand, it has merely served to beg the question of why, in the

specific instance of the school as an organization, superordinates are

more sensitive to these particular needs.

In analyzing the present data this researcher was impressed by

the supervising teachers' relative unanimity in accuracy for predic-

ting the control needs of their subordinates. It was apparent that

supervising teachers strongly share this preoccupation for control.

This finding would seem to corroborate a recent statement by one

observer
16

that, despite increasing talk of organizational innovation,

the school still perhaps best exemplifies the Weberian model. One

of the several salient attributes characterizing Weberian burea

cratic structure is that the organization of offices follow the

principle of hierarchy; that is, each lower office is under the

control and supervision of a higher one.
17

As Etzioni points out, all social units have a structure and

control their members, but organizations have a distinct structure

and their problem of control is especially acute. The participants

need to be supervised, the supervisors themselves need supervisions,

and so on, all the way to the top of the organization. In this
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sense, the organizational structure is one of control, and the hier-

archy' of control_is the most central element of the organizational

strucAure.
18

Zaleznik, in describing the impact of this hierarchy

of control on interpersonal relationships within organizations, has

noted that the interaction of two individuals in a superior-subordinate

relationship is built on some sort of deference pattern that reflects

the different positions of influence each person holds with respect

to the other.
19

In a variation on the social contract theme, March

and Simon have pointed out that in joining the organization one

accepts an authority relation; i.e. , he agrees that within some

limits he will accept as the premises of his behavior orders and '

instructions supplied to him by the organization.2°

Kahn and others further state that the relative positions of any

two persons within the total organizational structure determine to

a considerable degree the relations which will obtain between them.
21

Subsequent empirical research has corroborated the explicit effect of

the organizational hierarchy upon incumbents of various positions.

It has been found that a focal person (within an organization) receives

the greatest amount of pressure from his direct superiors and that,

among the superior role senders in the same chain of command as the

focal person, sent pressure does not increase with status, but, on

the contrary, the immediate supervisor sends more pressure than does

the supervisor's supervisor.
22

Descending to a lower level of theoretical abstraction, with the

school more specifically in mind, Willower has proposed
23

that public
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schools, like prisons and public mental hospitals, fall into that

category of organizations which enjoy little or no control over

client selection and where clients enjoy little or no choice concern-

ing their participation. As a result, schools are likely to manifest,

in varying degrees, control concerns with clients. In his study of a

large public junior high school, Willower was struck by the salience

of pupil control problems. They appeared to play a central role in

teacher-teacher and teacher-administrator relationships. One of six

propositions generated by Willower's integrative scheme was that those

directly responsible for the control of clients will have more favor-

able attitudes concerning the use of external controls than will those

less directly responsible for client control.
24

This hypothesis has

subsequently been tested empirically and found to be tenable.
2S

Is it possible in the instance of the present research findings

(the preoccupation of the supervising teachers with the control needs

of their student teachers) that this represents a transference of the

client control ideology from the operational level existing between

teacher and pupil to that existing between supervising teacher and

student teacher? Considering Willower's integrative scheme, is it

possible that this client control ideology, rather than being re-

stricted in application to clients as such, is manifested in actual

practice at every interactional level within the entire school organ-

ization? More properly, does this concern for control pervade each

interactional linkage between immediate superior and subordinate

throUghout the school organizational hierarchy? Does this control
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orientation operate to structure the perceptions of teachers interact-

ing with their pupils as well as supervisors interacting with teachers,

principals with teachers, and higher administrators with principals?

Might not this phenomenon, then, rather than client (pupil) control

ideology, be better designated as subordinate control ideology, a term

more appropriately referring to the concern for control which every

organizational superordinate manifests for his immediate subordinate?

The following citations from research on educational organizations

in particular indicate that this indeed may be the case.

Medsker found that the behaviors of effective principals as per-

ceived by teachers emphasized that the effective principal "maintains

firm but constructive control of the faculty so there is adherence to

school regulations."26 In assessing staff member's responses to admin-

istrative behavior, Congreve found that the formal, impersonal approach

to administration was preferred rather than the informal, personal

approach.
27

In another study, Moser discovered that school superinten-

dents who profess nomothetic behavior are given the highest effective-

ness ratings by principals and enjoy the confidence of principals more

and, in addition, that principals expect superintendents to be trans-

actional with emphasis upon the nomothetic.28 In a study of educators'

attitudes toward administrative rules, duties, and policies, Smith

found that superintendents, principals, and teachers all preferred a

behavior style described as "The Impersonal Style."29 The impersonal

style represents the person who sees authority and expert opinion at

the top of the hierarchy of values with himself as the representative

of that authority.
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Conclusions

It is apparent that the present writer has proceeded far beyond

his immediate data in making the foregoing analysis. There is, however,

a need for just such speculation in the particular instance of research

on social sensitivity or accuracy of interpersonal perception, for, as

Bruner and Tagiuri have pointed out, research in this area "has been

somewhat hindered by an excess of empirical enthusiasm and perhaps a

deficit of theoretical surmise.""

.In the preceding discussion, a theoretical case has been built for

the existence of a control orientation on the behalf of every organiza-

tional superordinate in his interaction with immediate subordinates.

It has been postulated that this control concern pervades each immediate

superior-subordinate linkage within the structural context of the organ-

ization and results, in fact, from the very nature of the hierarchical

structure of the organization within which such interaction takes place.

Quite simply put, it appears that, in order to successfully perform the

superordinate role, the incumbent of such a role must view the results

of interaction with immediate subordinates through a reduction screen,

perceptually filtering out only those particular.cues which pertain to

the control needs of subordinates. This interpretation receives general

support from Steiner's work. 31
Accurate cognition of subordinate con-

trol needs presumably enables the superordinate to maintain his respec-

tive leader role within the organization. He remains an effective

channel through which the flow of organizational authority can be trans-

mitted.
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In addition to directing attention to the present writer's findings
I.

that supervising teachers display an apparent control oreintation toward

their student teachers, Willower's recent observations and resulting

integrative scheme concerning teachers' client (pupil)..control ideology

were examined. Other studies were cited which seem to indicate generally

that subordinates at every hierarchical level within the school as an

organization expect their immediate superiors to control them, at least

insofar as seeing to it that the institutional norms of the organization

are maintained. A more broadly focused study was cited demonstrating

empirically that subordinates are subjected to most pressure by their

immediate superiors in the organizational hierarchy.

In light of these findings, it was suggested that Willower's inte-
.

grative conceptual scheme of control ideology, rather than being appli-

cable to merely the client or pupil level, might be expanded to embrace

the concept of control orientation withip each immediate superordinate-

subordinate interactional linkage throughout the entire hierarchical

structure of the organization. By virtue-of its higher level of ab-

straction, it would appear that this theory possesses more explanatory

power and is able to encompass Willower's scheme as a system of postu-

lates within its broader scope of theory.

Contrasted with Willower's view, the present theory sees the

client as an integral part of the organizational structure, rather

than as an adjunctive entity upon which the organization operates,

as Willower's scheme seems to imply. Also, the present writer has

declined to explore the various and diverse meant of controlling
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subordinates' behavior within the organization -- such consideration

was not seen as relevant to the development of the theory. The writer

is, nonetheless, cognizant of their existence32 and, moreover, their

-importance with other contexts.

Finally, the present theoretical specualtion has confined itself

to the more classical Weberian perspective concerning formal organiza-

tional structure, authority, and their probable effects upon incumbents

of organizational roles. It has not attempted to incorporate the more

comprehensive points of view afforded by organizational theories and

concepts of more recent currency. This is not intended as a denial of

the validity or utilitarian worth of more modern-day conceptions, but

rather does point to the residual cxplanatory and predictive power yet

remaining (though ofttimes unrecognized) in the more restricted class-

ical organizational theory. As schools and school districts continue

to become larger, the strain toward bureaucracy and organizational

formalism grows more intense. The Weberian conception can increas-

ingly be called upon to explain and examine the anomalies attendant

to such growth.

Implications

It is imperative that further, research employing the FIRO-B Scale

be undertaken to empirically test the present theory that superordinates

are more likely to be accurate than their immediate subordinates in

estimating the control needs of their dyadic alters. Such investigations

should bLJ aimed at the operational levels existing between teachers and

pupils, principals and teachers, and superintendents and principals.



If the present theory holds and interpersonal relations between

immediate organizational superiors and subordinates seem to be stulti-

fied or fixated at the control level of interaction, then questions

relating to the functionality of dysfunctionality of certain psycho-

logical needs to such a type of interpersonal relationship should be

explored.

Further, questions relating to the disjunctive and antithetical

effect between organizational control and professional autonomy need

to be asked.

Finally, the present theory suggests a perspective from which

to view and possibly contribute some understanding of accuracy in

interpersonal perception. It is the feeling of Bruner and Tagiuri

that more research is needed in this area, that only a beginning

has been made in studying the manner in which the nature of an inter-

action affects judgment. As they further state, if there is to be

a science of interpersonal behavior, it will rest upon a cornerstone

of social perception. If for this reason only, far more effort must

be expended on the task of discovering how people come to perceive

other people as they do.33
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